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A signal is disclosed comprising at least a random noise signal, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and a spectral density in the
frequency domain according to a predetermined quality
criterion, the random signal being composed of an array
of random numbers.
Furthermore is a method disclosed for arranging a
signal for use on or in a communication system, the
method comprising the steps of representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution
and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency
domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and
processing said represented signal according to a nonlinear transformation, the non-linear transformation
achieving a predetermined quality criterion.
Yet furthermore is a disclosed a method of arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system,
the method comprising the steps of representing a first
signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution
and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency
domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and
filtering the signal in representation in frequency domain
including the steps of evaluating at least part of the signal representation in frequency domain and thereafter
processing the signal representation in frequency domain.
A set of instructions in a code format and executable
in a predetermined order and compiled on a device and
the use thereof for generating or arranging a test signal
and/or a noise signal is disclosed. The set of instructions
is arranged for generating a random noise signal and/

or a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal
having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having
a spectral density in the frequency domain according to
a predetermined quality criterion.
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Description
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
5

[0001] The present invention is related to the field of testing communication systems such as xDSL transceivers or
cables or networks. More in particular a signal, a method of generating a signal, a method of arranging a signal, a test
system and a telecommunication network are disclosed that are arranged for an improved application of communication
systems such as xDSL transceivers or cables or networks.
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[0002] It is known in the art that transmission performance tests are needed for stressing communication systems
such as xDSL transceivers in a way that is representative for the actual operation conditions in operational access
networks. Specifically the transceivers are tested in a way that is representative to a high penitration of systems scenario
in operational access networks. This high penitration approach enables operators to define deployment rules that apply
to most of the operational situations. This high penitration approach also enables communication system manufacturers
to quantify performance and to use the results thereof for improving design or proving complience with specifications
given by the operators or other instances.
[0003] A method of executing the transmission performance tests is to generate a noise signal. The tests in such
case are focused on the noise margin, with respect to the crosstalk noise or impulse noise levels when xDSL signals
are attenuated by a test loop and interfered with such crosstalk noise or impulse noise. The tests are to simulate noise
signals that can be generated (i) by crosstalk noise e.g. from neighboring xDSL systems ; (ii) by rfi-tones that have a
discrete frequency spectrum and originate e.g. from amateur broadcasting ; (iii) by pulses originating from switch components or operations ; and (iv) by lightning impact. A signal that contains the (i) crosstalk noise e.g. from neighboring
xDSL systems , and (ii) the rfi-tones that have a discrete frequency spectrum, is called impairment noise and the
generator for making such noise signals is called an impairment generator.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
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[0004] Methods of generating noise signals are known in the art. However the test systems that have been used so
far for generating noise signals for the testing of communication systems are complicated in fabrication and request
an adaptation of the hardware that forms part of the test systems for each different operational condition that is to be
tested. For instance, each different type or length of a transmission medium such as a cable, a copper cable or an
optical fiber or other cables, request a different noise signal. Thus there is need in the art for a test method and a test
system that is flexible in use but provides satisfactory results on the issue of tests representativity to a high penitration
of systems scenario in operational access networks. Appropriate noise signals are needed hereto and methods of
generating such noise signals are needed and appropriate test systems and use in or on communication systems and
in or on telecommunication networks are needed in the art.
[0005] The needed means recited hereabove will allow to have a better quality of signal transmission over media
such as telephone cables or wireless media. A better transmission of signals allows for a broader providing of more
services for the users of communication systems.
SUMMARY
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[0006] A signal is disclosed comprising at least a random noise signal, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and a spectral density in the frequency
domain according to a predetermined quality criterion, the random signal being composed of an array of random numbers.
[0007] Furthermore is a method disclosed for arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system, the method
comprising the steps of representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution and the signal
having a spectral density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and processing said represented signal according to a non-linear transformation, the non-linear transformation achieving a predetermined
quality criterion.
[0008] Yet furthermore is a disclosed a method of arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system, the
method comprising the steps of representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution and the
signal having a spectral density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and filtering the
signal in representation in frequency domain including the steps of evaluating at least part of the signal representation
in frequency domain and thereafter processing the signal representation in frequency domain.
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[0009] A set of instructions in a code format and executable in a predetermined order and compiled on a device and
the use thereof for generating or arranging a test signal and/or a noise signal is disclosed. The set of instructions is
arranged for generating a random noise signal and/or a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an
amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density
in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion.
[0010] The signal, the methods and the set of instructions recited hereabove will allow to have a better quality of
signal transmission over media such as telephone cables or wireless media. A better transmission of signals allows
for a broader providing of more services for the users of communication systems.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0011]

15

Figure 1 : shows according to an embodiment of a system of the present invention a functional description of the
set-up of the performance tests.
Figure 2 : shows schematically an embodiment of a method for arranging a signal for use on or in a communication
system.
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Figure 3 : shows an amplitude distortion (non-linear transformation) function Q(x) that amplifies the high amplitude
peaks or tones in a signal.
Figure 4 : shows in a flow diagram an example embodiment of the invention.
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Figure 5-9 : show results that are obtained according to the best mode embodiment of the invention.
DESCRIPTION
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[0012] For the purpose of teaching of the invention, aspects and embodiments of the signal and method and systems
of the invention are described in the sequel. It will be apparent to the person skilled in the art that other alternative and
equivalent embodiments of the invention can be conceived and reduced to practice without departing form the true
spirit of the invention, the scope of the invention being limited only by the appended claims.
[0013] In a first aspect of the present invention a method is disclosed of arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system. Preferably the signal is a noise signal. The signal can comprise crosstalk noise that is a random
signal with predetermined properties in the frequency domain and in the time domain. The signal can furthermore
comprise rfi-tones that have a discrete frequency spectrum. Also other signal components can be included in the signal.
The method comprises the steps of representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution and
the signal having a spectral density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and processing
said represented signal according to a non-linear transformation, the non-linear transformation achieving a predetermined quality criterion.
[0014] The method can further comprise the step of comparing the amplitude distribution of said represented signal
with a predetermined amplitude distribution and thereafter arranging the non-linear transformation in order to achieve
a processed represented signal with an amplitude distribution approaching the predetermined amplitude distribution.
[0015] In a second aspect of the present invention a method is disclosed of arranging a signal, preferably a noise
signal for use on or in a communication system, the method comprising the steps of representing a first signal in time
domain and with an amplitude distribution and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency domain, thereby
achieving a represented signal ; and processing said represented signal until a signal is achieved having a spectral
density according to a predetermined spectral density quality criterion. According to the second aspect of the invention
the method can also comprise the steps of representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution
and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and filtering
the signal in representation in frequency domain including the steps of evaluating at least part of the signal representation in frequency domain and thereafter processing the signal representation in frequency domain.
[0016] The methods of the first and second aspect of the invention can be combined. The methods of the first and
second aspect of the invention allow to make a signal in different iterative steps that has a predetermined amplitude
distribution and/or that has a predetermined spectral density or that has a amplitude distribution and/or that has a
spectral density according to a predetermined quality criterion. The predetermined quality criterion can be the crest
factor of the signal that is relation of the maximal tones of the signal compared to the average of the tones of the signal.
The processing steps as recited hereabove can comprise the steps of a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) or Inverse
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Fast Fourier Transformation (IFFT). The processing steps can also a include operations such as a convolution or
deconvolution or multiplication or add-on of signals . The signals can be generated and stored using a set of instructions
in a code format and executable in a predetermined order and compiled on a device. Such set of instructions can be
software code compiled on a computer and stored in the computer or a network of computers or a floppy or CD-ROM
or through the internet. The software can also be stored on an Arbitrary Wave Form Generator (AWG) card and the
AWG can be used to generate the signals or reproduce stored signals from the memory. It is therefore possible to have
a library of signals available that can be used in the execution or use of the methods of the first and second aspect of
the invention. The communication systems can be devices such as xDSL modems, or chips within or for such modems,
or cables in the network, or networks for telecommunication.
[0017] Several embodiments of the first and second aspect of the invention are recited herebelow. In the method of
the first aspect, the amplitude distribution of said represented signal can be processed including a function of the
predetermined amplitude distribution. This can include an inverse function of the predetermined amplitude distribution.
The processed represented signal g(t) furthermore can be a function Q{f(t)} of the represented signal f(t) and wherein
Q is defined as
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with
sign(x)=x/|x| for x<>0; sign(x)=0 for x=0 ;
and with F being the amplitude distribution of said represented signal.
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[0018] The method as recited of the first and second aspect of the invention can further comprise the steps of transforming the first signal in frequency domain ; and multiplying the first signal in frequency domain with spectral envelope
thereby achieving a multiplied signal ; and thereafter representing the multiplied signal in time domain. In the methods
said first signal in the representation in frequency domain can be generated as a set of random numbers, preferably
complex numbers the modulus of the complex number characterizing amplitude, the argument of the complex number
characterizing phase and the real and/or the imaginary part of essentially each of the complex numbers can be chosen
according to a Gaussian distribution. Each of the complex numbers can be substantially equal to the amplitude of the
predetermined spectral density.
[0019] In a third aspect of the present invention, a signal is disclosed comprising at least a random noise signal, the
random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and
a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion, the random signal being
composed of an array of random numbers. The signal can further comprise a discrete frequency spectrum. The noise
signal can be generated using a set of instructions in a code format and being executed in a predetermined order.
Such set of instructions can be software code compiled on a computer and stored in the computer or a network of
computers or a floppy or CD-ROM or through the internet. The software can also be stored on an Arbitrary Wave Form
Generator (AWG) card and the AWG can be used to generate the signals or reproduce stored signals from the memory.
It is therefore possible to have a library of signals available that can be used in the execution or use of the methods of
the first and second aspect of the invention.
[0020] In a fourth aspect of the present invention, a is disclosed of generating a signal comprising at least a random
noise signal, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined
quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion,
the random signal being composed of an array of random numbers, the method comprising the step of generating a
random set of numbers using a set of instructions in a code format and being executed in a predetermined order. The
method can further comprise the step of generating a discrete frequency spectrum, the discrete frequency spectrum
using goniometry functions and modulating essentially each of the discrete frequencies with a noise characteristic.
The random noise signal and the discrete frequency spectrum can be combined using a set of instructions in a code
format and being executed in a predetermined order.
[0021] In a fifth aspect of the present invention, a set of instructions is disclosed in a code format and executable in
a predetermined order and compiled on a device, the set of instructions being arranged for generating a random noise
signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a
predetermined quality criterion. Such set of instructions can be software code compiled on a computer and stored in
the computer or a network of computers or a floppy or CD-ROM or through the internet. The software can also be
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stored on an Arbitrary Wave Form Generator (AWG) card and the AWG can be used to generate the signals or reproduce
stored signals from the memory. It is therefore possible to have a library of signals available that can be used. The
software can be C-code or can be compiled in a MATLAB environment.
[0022] In a sixth aspect of the present invention, a system for testing the operation of a communication system is
disclosed comprising a set of instructions in a code format and executable in a predetermined order and compiled on
a device, the set of instructions being arranged for generating a noise signal comprising at least one of a random noise
signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a
predetermined quality criterion. The test system according to this aspect of the invention can comprise an impairment
generator for generating the noise signal. The connection elements (transformers, active devices, attenuators, etc.)
that connect the impairment generator to the communication system that is tested can have an unwanted frequency
dependent response. The connection element is the adding element in figure 1. The unwanted frequency dependent
response can be measured for instance by generating specific test signals in the impairment generator. The unwanted
frequency dependent response can be compensated by multiplying the desired spectral density of the signal divided
by the unwanted frequency dependent response of the connection element.
[0023] In a seventh aspect of the present invention, a method of testing the operation of a communication system
such as a xDSL modem is disclosed. The method comprises the step of superposing on a signal transceived by a said
modem, a signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random
signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a
spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion., the noise signal furthermore
being composed of an array of random numbers.
[0024] In an eigth aspect of the present invention a method of testing the quality of operation of a communication
system is disclosed. The method comprises the steps of superposing on a signal transceived by a said modem, a
signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having
an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density
in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion, the noise signal furthermore being composed
of an array of random numbers ; and evaluating the transceived signal according to a predetermined quality criterion.
[0025] Yet in a ninth aspect of the present invention, a method of improving the design and/or production of a communication system is disclosed , the method comprising the steps of superposing on a signal transceived by a said
modem, superposing on a signal transceived by a said modem, a signal comprising at least one of a random noise
signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a
predetermined quality criterion, the noise signal furthermore being composed of an array of random numbers ; evaluating the transceived signal according to a predetermined quality criterion ; and iteratively arranging the design of said
modem in order to approach closer to the quality criterion for evaluating the transceived signal.
[0026] In a tenth aspect of the present invention, a telecommunication network is disclosed including a signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude
distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the
frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion, the noise signal furthermore being composed of an
array of random numbers.
[0027] The features of the above-described aspects and embodiments of the invention can be combined.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
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[0028] For the purpose of teaching of the invention, preferred embodiments of the method and devices of the invention
are described in the sequel. It will be apparent to the person skilled in the art that other alternative and equivalent
embodiments of the invention can be conceived and reduced to practice without departing form the true spirit of the
invention, the scope of the invention being limited only by the appended claims.
[0029] In an embodiment of the invention, a system for testing the operation of a communication system such as a
xDSL transceiver is disclosed. The set up of a test equipment for a high penitration of systems scenario in operational
access networks is described. A method is disclosed of arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system.
The purpose of transmission performance tests is to stress xDSL transceivers in a way that is representative to a high
penitration of systems scenario in operational access networks. This high penitration approach enables (i) component
and system designers to quantify the performance and to use it to improve their design and to prove complience with
standards ; and (ii) operators to define deployment rules that apply to most operational situations.
[0030] Figure 1 illustrates the functional description of a possible test set-up. It includes:
•

The test loops, being a reel cable or a cable simulator;
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•
•

An adding element to inject the impairment noise (a mix of random, impulsive and harmonic noise (the rfi-tones)),
into the test loop
A high impedance, and well balanced differential voltage probe connected with level detectors such as a spectrum
analyser or a rms volt meter.
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When external splitters are required for the xDSL system under test (for POTS or ISDN signals), this splitter can be
included in the modem under test.
[0031] The signal flow through the test equipment set-up is from port Tx to port Rx, which means that measuring
upstream and downstream performance requires an interchange of transceiver position and test "cable" ends. The
received signal level at port Rx is the level, measured between node A2 and B2, when port Tx as well as port Rx are
terminated with the xDSL transceivers under test. The impairment generator is switched off during this measurement.
The transmitted signal level at port Tx is the level, measured between node A1 and B1, under the same conditions.
[0032] The noise that the impairment generator should inject into the test setup is frequency dependent. In order
that the noise that the impairment generator should inject into the test setup is a realistic representation of a real
(spectral polluted) access network, is to be (a) dependent on the length of the testloop, and (b) different for downstream
performance tests and upstream performance tests. This impairment noise, measured between node A2 and B2, is
usually a mix of random, impulsive and harmonic noise (the rfi-tones). A set of characteristics is identified as a "noise
profile".
[0033] The signal and noise levels are probed with a well balanced differential voltage probe. The noise that the
impairment generator injects into the test setup is frequency dependent, is dependent on the length of the testloop and
is also different for downstream performance tests and upstream performance tests. Definitions that are relevant for
the use of the test equipment are the following:
•

25

Probing an rms-voltage Urms [V] in this set-up, over the full signal band, means a power level of P [dBm] that equals:
2

P = 10 3 log 10 (Urms /R v 3 1000) [dBm]
•
30

Probing an rms-voltage Urms [V] in this set-up, within a small frequency band of ∆f (in Hertz), means an power
spectral density level of P [dBm/Hz] within that filtered band that equals:
2

P = 10 3 log 10 (Urms / R v 3 1000 / ∆f) [dBm/Hz]
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•

The bandwidth ∆f identifies the noise bandwidth of the filter, and not the-3dB bandwidth.

[0034] Figure 2 shows schematically an embodiment of a method for arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system. The signal comprises crosstalk noise that is a random signal with predetermined properties in the
frequency domain and in the time domain. The signal can furthermore comprise rfi-tones that have a discrete frequency
spectrum. Also other signal components can be included in the signal. The method comprises the steps of representing
a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency
domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and processing said represented signal according to a non-linear
transformation, the non-linear transformation achieving a predetermined quality criterion. This is shown as amplitude
shaping in figure 2 [2-4].
[0035] The method can also comprise the steps of representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude
distribution and the signal having a spectral density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ;
and processing said represented signal until a signal is achieved having a spectral density according to a predetermined
spectral density quality criterion. This is shown as frequency shaping in figure 2 [2-4]. The frequency shaping step can
also comprise the step of filtering the signal in representation in frequency domain including the steps of evaluating at
least part of the signal representation in frequency domain and thereafter processing the signal representation in frequency domain.
[0036] The method can also comprise the step of making a signal in different iterative steps (see figure 2 [4]). Thus
the signal can have a predetermined amplitude distribution and/or a predetermined spectral density or a amplitude
distribution and/or a spectral density according to a predetermined quality criterion. The predetermined quality criterion
can be the crest factor of the signal that is a relation of the maximal tones of the signal compared to the average of
the tones of the signal. The signals can be generated and stored using a set of instructions in a code format and
executable in a predetermined order and compiled on a device. Such set of instructions can be software code compiled
on a computer and stored in the computer or a network of computers or a floppy or CD-ROM or through the internet.
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The software can also be stored on an Arbitrary Wave Form Generator (AWG) card and the AWG can be used to
generate the signals or reproduce stored signals from the memory. It is therefore possible to have a library of signals
available that can be used in the execution or use of the methods of the first and second aspect of the invention. The
communication systems can be devices such as xDSL modems, or chips within or for such modems, or networks for
telecommunication.
[0037] In detail the following embodiment is shown in figure 2. Using software, random numbers are generated (box
CreateNoise in figure 2). In hardware white noise can be generated. The random numbers are filtered until a predetermined spectral density is achieved. The random numbers that are generated each represent a frequency component.
The necessary processing to achieve a predetermined spectral density is executed by scaling the amplitude of the
complex numbers and thereafter a IFFT processing is done in order to make the desired noise signal. Another way of
executing the method is to generate random numbers that represent the phase of each frequency component and
thereafter the amplitude of the complex numbers is arranged to approach or be equal to a predetermined spectral
density
[0038] The processing in box AmplitudeShape in figure 2 is done for achieving an impact or control on the time
domain characteristic. An amplitude distortion (transformation) function Q(x) is chosen that amplifies the high amplitude
peaks or tones in the signal is shown in figure 3. The non-linear transformation function Q(x) can be reconstructed
from the actual amplitude distribution function of the signal and the predetermined amplitude distribution function. A
noise signal ƒ(t) in the period t inbetween 0 en T. The amplitude distribution F(a) of the signal is defined as a fraction
of the time that the noise ƒ in absolute value is larger than a. If G(a) is the predetermined amplitude distribution (such
as an enhanced-gaussian, see below), and G-1(a) the inverse function thereof. The transformation function Q(x) to
make an intermediate or final signal g(t) from signal ƒ(t) can be defined as :

25

g(t) = Q{f(t)} ;
30

35

sign(x)=x/|x| voor x<>0; sign(x)=0 voor x=0;
[0039] As a result g(t) will have the predetermined amplitude distribution G(a). Q(x) in a number of cases can be an
analytical function but can also be numerically constructed.
[0040] An example of an enhanced gaussian function is as follows :
The amplitude distribution of gaussian type of noise is :

40

with
45

50

and with σ the RMS value of the signal.
The enhanced Gausian distribution is defined as :

55
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with σ the RMS value of the signal , and with A and α free parameters. Typical values for α are of the order of
1e-2, le-3. An appropriate choice for σ is: σ=√ (1+α - Cf2·α/3), with Cf a number that is in realtion to or equals the crest
factor and with α a number that describes the deviation from gaussian noise.
[0041] In the box FrequencyShape of figure 2, the frequency domain characteristics of the signal are improved. The
corrected frequency curve is achieved by comparing (dividing) a prdeterminde spectral density through the measured
spectral density of the (intermediate) signal. An example hereof is given in the best mode embodiment desribed in the
sequel with a convolution of FFT functions.
[0042] In the part [4] of figure 2, it is shown how an iterative procedure of the steps detailed herabove may lead to
a further improvement of the final for use in or on a communication system. The iterative procedure is executed until
the predeterminde quality criterions are achieved.
[0043] A best mode embodiment of the set of instructions of the invention is disclosed herebelow. The code given
herebelow is compiled in a MATLAB environment gives the signal resulst as shown in the figures 5-9. Comments
related to the functionality of the code are given after the % signs.
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Claims
1. A method of arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system, the method comprising the steps of:
45

representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution and the signal having a spectral
density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and
processing said represented signal according to a non-linear transformation, the non-linear transformation
achieving a predetermined quality criterion.

50

2. The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the step of comparing the amplitude distribution of said
represented signal with a predetermined amplitude distribution and thereafter arranging the non-linear transformation in order to achieve a processed represented signal with an amplitude distribution approaching the predetermined amplitude distribution.

55

3. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein the amplitude distribution of said represented signal is processed
including a function of the predetermined amplitude distribution.
4. The method as recited in claim 3 wherein the amplitude distribution of said represented signal is processed at

17
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least with an inverse function of the predetermined amplitude distribution.
5. The method as recited in claim 3 wherein the processed represented signal g(t) is a function Q{f(t)} of the
represented signal f(t) and wherein Q is defined as
5

10

with
sign(x)=x/|x| for x<>0; sign(x)=0 for x=0 ;

15

and with F being the amplitude distribution of said represented signal and with G being the predetermined
amplitude distribution function.
6. The method as recited in claim 5 further comprising the step of achieving the represented signal with a spectral
density according to a predetermined spectral density quality criterion.

20

7. The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

25

30

transforming the first signal to frequency domain ; and
multiplying the first signal in frequency domain with a spectral envelope thereby achieving a multiplied signal ;
and thereafter
transforming the multiplied signal to time domain.
8. The method as recited in claim 7 further comprising the step of comparing the amplitude distribution of said
represented signal with a predetermined amplitude distribution and thereafter arranging the non-linear transformation in order to achieve a processed represented signal with an amplitude distribution approaching the predetermined amplitude distribution.
9. The method as recited in claim 7 further comprising the step of achieving the represented multiplied signal with
a spectral density according to a predetermined spectral density quality criterion.

35

10. The method as recited in claim 9 wherein at least two the of different steps are iteratively executed.
10. bis. The method as recited in claim 9 wherein at least two the of different steps are iteratively executed until a
predetermined crest factor.is fulfilled.
40

11. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein said signal is a noise signal.

45

12. The method as recited in claim 11 wherein said first signal in the representation in frequency domain is generated as a set of random numbers, preferably complex numbers the modulus of the complex number characterizing amplitude, the argument of the complex number characterizing phase.
13. The method as recited in claim 12 wherein the real and/or the imaginary part of essentially each of the complex
numbers is chosen according to a Gaussian distribution.

50

14. The method as recited in claim 12 wherein the modulus of essentially each of the complex numbers is substantially equal to the amplitude of the predetermined spectral density.
14. bis. The method as recited in claim 12 wherein the argument of essentially each of the complex numbers is
random.
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15. A method of arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system, the method comprising the steps of :
representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution and the signal having a spectral
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density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and
processing said represented signal until a signal is achieved having a spectral density according to a predetermined spectral density quality criterion.
5

10

15. bis. A method of arranging a signal for use on or in a communication system, the method comprising the steps
of :
representing a first signal in time domain and with an amplitude distribution and the signal having a spectral
density in the frequency domain, thereby achieving a represented signal ; and
filtering the signal in representation in frequency domain including the steps of evaluating at least part of the
signal representation in frequency domain and thereafter processing the signal representation in frequency
domain.
16. The method as recited in claim 15 or 15bis wherein the processing step includes an iterative processing.
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16. bis. The method as recited in claim 15 or 15bis wherein the processing step includes an iterative processing
until a predetermined crest factor.is fulfilled.
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17. A signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal, the random signal having an amplitude distribution
in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and a spectral density in the frequency domain
according to a predetermined quality criterion, the random signal being composed of an array of random numbers.
17. bis. The signal as recited in claim 17 further comprising a discrete frequency spectrum.

25

18. The signal as recited in claim 17 wherein the noise signal is generated using a set of instructions in a code
format and being executed in a predetermined order.

30

19. A method of generating a signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal, the random signal having
an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral
density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion, the random signal being composed
of an array of random numbers, the method comprising the step of generating a random set of numbers using a
set of instructions in a code format and being executed in a predetermined order.
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20. The method as recited in claim 19 further comprising the step of generating a discrete frequency spectrum,
the discrete frequency spectrum using goniometry functions and modulating essentially each of the discrete frequencies with a noise characteristic.

40

21. The method as recited in claim 20 further comprising the step of combining the random noise signal and the
discrete frequency spectrum using a set of instructions in a code format and being executed in a predetermined
order.

45

22. A set of instructions in a code format and executable in a predetermined order and compiled on a device, the
set of instructions being arranged for generating a random noise signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the
random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion
and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion.
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24. A test system for testing the operation of a communication system, the test system comprising a set of instructions in a code format and executable in a predetermined order and compiled on a device, the set of instructions
being arranged for generating a noise signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete
frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined
quality criterion.
25. A method of testing the operation of a communication system, the method comprising the step of superposing
on a signal transceived by a said modem, a signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete
frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined
quality criterion., the noise signal furthermore being composed of an array of random numbers.
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26. A method of testing the quality of operation of a communication system, the method comprising the steps of :

5

10

15

superposing on a signal transceived by a said modem, a signal comprising at least one of a random noise
signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain
according to a predetermined quality criterion, the noise signal furthermore being composed of an array of
random numbers ; and
evaluating the transceived signal according to a predetermined quality criterion.
27. A method of improving the design and/or production of a communication system, the method comprising the
steps of :
superposing on a signal transceived by a said modem, superposing on a signal transceived by a said modem,
a signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete frequency spectrum, the random
signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and
having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined quality criterion, the noise
signal furthermore being composed of an array of random numbers ;
evaluating the transceived signal according to a predetermined quality criterion; and iteratively arranging the
design of said modem in order to approach closer to the quality criterion for evaluating the transceived signal.
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28. A telecommunication network including a signal comprising at least one of a random noise signal and a discrete
frequency spectrum, the random signal having an amplitude distribution in the time domain according to a predetermined quality criterion and having a spectral density in the frequency domain according to a predetermined
quality criterion, the noise signal furthermore being composed of an array of random numbers.
25
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